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RONIN PROUD TO MARKET 
WORLD CLASS FT-NIR UNITS
Earlier this year Mr. Anders Larsen visited our South African offices to dem-
onstrate the remarkable Quant FT-NIR unit, its accessories and the software 
that makes it such a versatile FT-NIR powerhouse. We were so impressed by  
Q-interlines’ offering that the Quant is now included in our range of analysers. 

The Quant is based on the latest FT-NIR technology from ABB Bomem, the world 
leader in FT-NIR technology. The equipment combines exceptional performance 
with low cost of ownership an low maintenance. Functionality of the Quant is 
determined by a sample specific accessory and software as described below:

AgriQuant B1: The AgriQuant B1 has been developed for the analysis of 
heterogeneous samples e.g. feed and forage, but many other products can be 
analysed on the AgriQuant B1. 

DairyQuant B3: The DairyQuant B3 has been developed for analysis of 
heterogeneous products, e.g. cheese, but many other types of products can be 
analyzed using the DairyQuant B3.

FoodQuant B3: The FoodQuant B3 has been developed for analysis of 
heterogeneous products, e.g. flours, but many other products can be analysed on 
the FoodQuant B3.

LipidQuant B5: The LipidQuant B5 has been developed for analysis of lipids like 
edible oils. The sensitive detector in the LIpidQuant B5 enables the analysis of  
special components in the oil. If you wish to analyse standard components in oil you 
should choose LipidQuant C5 equipped with a less sensitive DTGS detector.

Should you be interested in the Quant please contact our offices to speak to one of our 
representatives today.

Q-interline

ABOVE - From the left: Mr. Ferdie Meyer (Marketing Manager RoninGMS South Africa), 
Mr. Anders Larsen (CEO Q-interline Denmark) and Mr Matt Brownson (CEO RoninGMS South Africa)

AgriQuant B1

DairyQuant / FoodQuant B3

LipidQuant B5



GOSA 2012

ABOVE: GOSA 2012 invite that was sent out to our valued clients

As is the tradition at RoninGMS we once again  
attended  GOSA this year.

On the evening of 13 March 2012 we host-
ed a casual evening for our customers at “Die  
Strandloper” seafood Restaurant, a quaint traditional 
fishermans “hovel”. It is situated conveniently close to 
Club Mykanos in Langebaan where GOSA was held.

More than 75 individuals from various companies such as 
AFGRI, SENWES, SUIDWES, MKB, BESTER, GTI, NWK, 
PRODSURE and BKB GRAINCO were in attendance, 
many accompanied by their wives and partners.

The dining that evening was a gastronomic adventure on 
the high seas of rustic cullinary delights. The atmosphere 
created by our venue and the local troubadours’ tongue 
in cheek musical offerings also made for a unique and 
pleasureable experience. Even though a chill blew in 
from the sea after sun set, I am confident that all who 
attended had a truly memorable evening .

BELOW: Photos of “Die Strandloper” and Club 
Mykanos where the GOSA conference was hosted.



Foods
 Determination of fat, starch and proteins in food
 Detection of product moisture
 Monitoring of drying processes  
 Incoming inspection of powder-based  

products such as flour or milk powder 
 
Agriculture

 Determination of the contents of dry substance 
 Quality control of grain (protein, moisture, etc.)

Pharmaceutical industry
 Identification of raw materials
 Monitor production processes

 
Measuring on conveyor belts

 Determination of moisture and color in paper manufacture
 On-line color of textile and plastic production
 Determination of color and degree of heat protection  

of architectural glass 
 Measurement of layer thickness of foils

 
Plastics technology

 Identification of plastics
 Color of plastic lines or components
 Specification of layer thickness of transparent coatings

 
Optical industry

 Reflection and transmission properties of coated glass
 Color properties of optical coatings

Carl Zeiss has been building on its success story ever since the first  instrument 
with the name CORONA hit the market in 1999. The robust and compact VIS-NIR 
spectrometer provides broad access to comp-letely new applications in numer-
ous market segments. Today, these  CORONA systems are the world leaders 
and set the standard in the  diode array spectrometer market.With CORONA 
PLUS, Carl Zeiss has now developed a new series of outstanding spectrometers. 
The company's years of experience in this field and the systematic implementa-
tion of increased customer needs have made CORONA PLUS possible.The 
combination of the latest polychromator technologies featuring  excellent optics 
and fast, low-noise electronics provides the foundation for maximum sensitivity, 
linearity and large dynamic range. Combined with a new platform of firmware and 
software, these bene-fits make the systems ideal for virtually all applications in a 
wide range of industries. Below are some applications:

To achieve a decisive lead in quality and precision, being faster is simply not enough.  Only 

maximum reliability and precision for every application, even under extreme conditions, 

makes measuring really efficient.  



1 2 3

SOUTH AMERICA

ABOVE: Incorporated ARTEMIS scan showing data plot points of 5 individual ARTEMIS laser scanners installed within a South American Grain Bunker.

A few years back Ronin decided to offer our proprietary software and  
custom designed in bin-architectures to markets other than the local 
South African grain industry. 

The result was our first Artemis installation on foreign soil. The in-
stallation was completed two years ago and now the Artemis system 
is operational in three very large commodity bunker situated on the 
continent of South America.

In the picture above our three main in-bin architectures can be viewed. From 
left to right: 1) Artemis 3D Laser Scanner  2) ART+ Single Axis laser Scanner  
3) ART Single Point Laser.

Artemis 3D scan. Actual 
stock and Bunker 

Dimensions visible.

Ronin personnel on-site 
in South American

Commodity bunker.

A brand new South 
American bunker ready 
for Artemis Installation.



Introducing the Instalab 700 by Dickey-John.

Replacing the Instalab 600 the new Instalab 700 
NIR analyser offers the same reliability with added con-
nectivity and an greatly improved full colour touch screen 
to facilitate ease of use.

Contact Munro v.d. Westhuizen for more information 
on this and other products.

OUT WITH THE OLD AND IN WITH THE NEW 

Colour
 Touchscreen

Display

Easy
to

Use

Interchangeable
Sample

Cup

USB/Ethernet 
Ports located on 

back of Unit

USB Ports
on front of

Unit

+27 (0) 11 608 3666

INSTALAB 700

THE IMPORTANCE OF TESTING FOR MOISTURE
MOISTURE

Whether you’re harvesting, storing, milling or trading grain, few factors are more important to maximising value than the 
moisture content. 
Any farmer will tell you that by accurately determining the moisture content of grain, a lot of problems can be avoided. Knowing 
the moisture of the grain that is on the fi eld can make the harvesting process a dream or a nightmare with trucks either being 
returned or charged with high drying prices.

Silo managers will reinforce the importance of moisture testing by informing you of all the related risks during the storage 
period. “Hotspots” in bins, accelerated insect infestations and risky fumigations is high on their list. Excess moisture also leads to 
condensation in the bins with water dripping from the roof on top of the grain. 

Millers have a need for homogenous clean grain. They make up their gristing from different varieties and qualities of grain, 
but expect the moisture content to be very stable. During the tampering process the moisture content is increased so that the 
outer layers can be removed with ease and without fraction. Stable, homogeneous moisture of grain is needed before you start 
this process to ensure a homogeneous tampering process. Moisture plays a huge role in terms of extraction and milling yield.

Traders are also involved by establishing prices that are based on maximum allowed moisture percentages and enforcing it by 
deducting mass from contracts for excess moisture delivered. Transporters normally sit in the queue or haste the wet load back to 
the point of dispatch until the dispute is fi nalised.

It should be quite evident by now that by determining the moisture content at harvest, storage, milling and point of sale means 
extra Rands in the bank.

Ronin Grain Management Solutions is the authorised distributors of Dickey-John and Sinar moisture analysers. Ronin GMS is 
uniquely positioned to offer each tier of the grain industry specialised support and equipment that is specifi cally tailored to their 
particular needs.

RONIN RECOMMENDS THE FOLLOWING MOISTURE TESTERS



RESEARCH GRADE PRECISION WITH INDUSTRIAL GRADE RELIABILITY

COST EFFECTIVE SOLUTION
FOR GRAIN AND SEED ANALYSIS

Precision NIR analyser for Agriculture, Food,
Chemical and Pharmaceutical Industries.

The BRUINS AGRICHECK is perfect for whole grain and seed 
analysis including: 

Corn, Soy, Rice, Wheat, Barley, etc. 

Universal calibrations are 
available for protein, 
moisture, fat, starch, 
fibre, gluten 
and sedimentation….

Tel: +27 (0) 11 608-3666  |  Fax: +27 (0) 11 608-4679  |  25 High Street, P.O. Box 556, Modderfontein, 1645. RSA.

e-mail: office@roningms.com  |  www.roningms.com



Jenoptik lasers are especially suitable for industrial applications where distance and speed* measurements are required in a 
non-contact fashion without the need for refl ectors. Jenoptik Distance Metres are ideal for measuring the distance to or from 
moving and stationary objects. The units depicted above offer serial data interfaces, programmable digital switching output, 
programmable analog output and an external trigger input making the Jenoptik laser distance metres suitable for a wide range 
of applications and superbly adaptable to user specifi c parameters.

Ronin Grain Management Solutions, Ronin Independent Surveyors and Ronin Argentina has successfully integrated the LDM42 Jenoptik 
laser distance metre into all of their in-bin and bunker architectures and with equal success deployed the laser on the mobile AIMS units. At the 
core of each of these in-bin or bunker architecture (Fixed: ART, single axis: ART+ & multi-axis: ARTEMIS) and the mobile AIMS unit lies Ronin’s 
proprietary software; specifi cally developed to interpret the data gathered with the LDM42 and apply it towards  the effective risk management 
of bulk commodities such as grains, sugar and coal and in the case of AIMS and ARTEMIS generate full 3D stockpile profi les. 

*Speed measurements are applicable to LDM301 only.

MEASURE DISTANCE AND SPEED* WITHOUT THE NEED OF A REFLECTOR

ELIMINATE UNNECESSARY MOVEMENT OF GRAIN

CIMBRIA UNITEST 3000W® MONITORS:

GIVING YOU:

RIS/GMS conducted its biggest AIMS audit to date, on the 29th and 30th of March 
2012. The audits were conducted on 6 stockpiles totalling over 280,000 metric tons 
combined. Through the combined efforts of RIS and GMS these audits were success-
fully completed over the course of 2 evenings, with 4 of the audits being conducted 
the fi rst evening and the balance being conducted the following evening. This audit 
surpasses our previous mark of 200,000 mt.
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STOP AFTER-HOURS LOSS!
STOP after-hours bulk commodity theft with the Ronin ART-Alarm Security Solution. ART-Alarm is a 
Robust, reliable and cost effective system designed to operate unobtrusively in all weather condi-
tions. The system was developed to operate independently from external power supply for over 
24 hours. It utilises infrared cameras and motion sensors placed at key points around the bulk com-
modity storage facility to ensure that your stock remains secure. ART-Alarm is designed to inter-
face with Ronin’s Art software and thus offers head offi ce awareness of all after-hour movements 
of bulk commodities. The system also broadcasts a silent alarm whenever movement is detected 
at key point around the facility. Video recorded is instantly viewable online. 

INFRA RED CCTV CAMERAS

MOTION DETECTORS

SECURITY BEAMS

24 HOUR BATTERY OPERATION

SILENT SMS ALARM

HEAD OFFICE AWARENESS

ART ALARM


